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To Whom It May Concern,

Our Company EXECUDRIVE SA (PTY) LTD. intends its warmest greetings to you and your
staff. We are an Express freight & Logistic Company.
We offer very swift, reliable, secure and cost-effective courier services. Our foremost
consideration in performing our duties is to provide very agile “door to door” collection and
delivery service to our domestic stations that cover almost all the important places.
This would give you the confidence to know that EXECUDRIVE EXPRESS FREIGHT &
LOGISTICS is managed by a team of competent and skilled professionals to satisfy its valued
customers and I have never let any of my customers down. With our locally based office
people, couriers and our truly national coverage, I am confident that we can offer you not
only a credible quality alternative to your current supplier but a solution which adds value
to, and cut unnecessary costs from your substantial spending. EXECUDRIVE EXPRESS
FREIGHT & LOGISTICS is on the threshold of establishing itself not only as one of the leading
services industry in reliability but also as the most competitive in domestic courier service.
EXECUDRIVE EXPRESS FREIGHT & LOGISTICS offers special tariff package for its corporate
customers, we assure you that we would establish an excellent working relationship with
your esteemed organization and provide you with a personal service.
EXECUDRIVE EXPRESS FREIGHT & LOGISTICS shall endeavor to work round the clock to
enhance its efficiency and proficiency during all the time to come. I therefore request for an
appointment with you for further discussion on the matter. In the meantime, if your current
supplier is temporarily not meeting your requirements fully, please free to call us anytime.

Thank you so much for your time, I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Kind Regards,

C. Iyasamy
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Mission and Vision
The business world moves at a high speed and in order for businesses to remain relevant,
innovative and progressive, our operational functionality needs to be optimal and
consistent. In order to sustain growth and prosperity, it is essential for businesses to ensure
that products are delivered to its destination on time. As such, businesses have recognised
its reliance on courier service providers to deliver consignments expeditiously.
Execudrive SA Express Freight & Logistics launched in 2017 after identifying the increased
demand for a convenient, flexible and affordable consumer delivery solution. We pride
ourselves on our business ethos of customer-centric services, ensuring that we always put
the needs of our customers first.
Our mission is to provide a courier service that is accessible to both businesses and
individuals. We are a courier service that aims to deliver, regardless of the size or type of
package. Our competitive rates are often customised to ensure that each customer gets
exactly what they need. Our company’s strategy is to ensure that we add value to a
business’s operation and we form strategic long-term partnerships.
Service excellence and forging relationships remain the core of our mission.

Industry Experience & Business Capacity
Our sales and operations teams bring a wealth of industry knowledge and experience that
encompasses tracking, safety, logistics planning and service excellence to ensure that
customers’ needs are met and exceeded. Our value proposition is ensuring we avail
ourselves to our customers at any time, paying attention to all the details, and keeping the
lines of communication open. Our methodical approach from origin to end-user ensures
that packages arrive at the right destination, on time.
Our already extensive logistics industry experience means we are aware of the escalating
costs that companies incur through transportation services. So our value extends itself to
saving a business money by ensuring our prices are competitive, offering discounts where
applicable. Our insurance policies ensure that customers are protected during any
unforeseeable damage that may occur during transport or shipment.
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Service
Our service offering is tailor-made to suit a business’s operational needs and requirements.
We provide regular updates ensuring that customers are kept in the loop of any delays to
proactively manage issues before they escalate. We issue POD’s upon delivery, offer 24/7
support and contact, and all vehicles are fitted with GPS tracking.

Our courier and logistics service expands into the following sectors:



Pharmaceutical deliveries to retail locations and hospitals



Overnight express



Air freight and expedited cargo using our straight truck fleet



Automotive deliveries



Delivery of office supplies



Delivery to financial institutions



Medical diagnostics: transporting samples from healthcare providers to a variety of
laboratories



Warehousing services and critical parts distribution



Daily pick-up and delivery service



Deliveries for home health care providers and nursing home facilities



Hazardous Goods



Door to door
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